Kolpo-Kut®

single-use, sterile colposcopy biopsy forceps

Kolpo-Kut is a sterile, single use forceps for biopsy of the uterine cervix during colposcopy.

Kolpo-Kut’s sharp metal cutting jaws deliver a clean, sharp cut every time, eliminating time-consuming reprocessing and the periodic re-sharpening necessary with re-usable forceps. Risks of cross-contamination are eliminated, and peel-off labels on every pouch ensure batch traceability for patients’ notes.

The STE 1551 Kolpo-Kut is designed to be especially effective with the multiparous cervix.
Quality product
comparable to re-usable in performance

Sterile
no cross-contamination risk

Single-use
no reprocessing, a new instrument for every patient

Powerful cutting action
offers sharp, clean biopsy cut every time

Innovative metal jaw design
● ensures excellent sample retention and release
● designed to be especially effective with the multiparous cervix

Traceability
easy peel-off labels ensure traceability

Shelf box of 5
each forceps securely pouched and sterile

5 year shelf-life
offers unbeatable convenience for busy clinics and low-volume users

disposable ● easy to use ● affordable

order code description units per box
STE 1551 Kolpo-Kut sterile single-use colposcopy forceps 5